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Dear Partners,

We started 2020 by updating our values and our mission: To pursue and invest in solutions that

build a healthier region where all people can thrive. Our vision of this future is accompanied by
an awareness of our present reality, in which racial and other social inequities and injustices prevent
far too many people and communities in our region from reaching their full health potential. We
recognize that to truly advance our mission, we must embed our central value of equity throughout
our grantmaking and organizational culture, and work in close partnership with others who share this
goal and ambition of a healthy and equitable region.
Guided by our new mission and values, we started the year by revising our children’s health
strategy to center racial equity in partnership with parents, redesigning our Responsive Grant
program based on feedback from our partners, and strengthening our relationships with other
funders and health-supporting organizations.
However, the world and environment soon changed dramatically. The emergence of a global
pandemic and the further unveiling of the public health and social justice crisis of racism prompted us
to shift our course as we sought to best support our nonprofits and communities in the fight against
these twin pandemics.
While much of what transpired could not have been anticipated, critical lessons from the past year will
continue to shape how we approach our work and live into our values. These annual highlights detail
the work of an unprecedented year in the history of the Health Foundation and the world around us.
As we reflect on 2020, our hearts are heavy from the profound loss and hardships our community
has and continues to endure. Yet, we are also filled with a sense of hope and inspiration from the way
that residents and communities in our region have banded together to persevere, appreciation for
the collaborations and connections with our partners, and ever-growing optimism about what we can
accomplish together.
With Gratitude,

				

				
Connie O. Walker, Esq. 		
				Board Chair 				

Matthew A. Kuhlenbeck, PhD
President & CEO
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Who We Are
OUR MISSION

Centered in equity, the Greater Rochester Health
Foundation is on a mission to pursue and invest in
solutions that build a healthier region where all
people can thrive. The area we serve is inclusive
of Genesee, Livingston, Monroe, Ontario, Orleans,
Seneca, Wayne, Wyoming, and Yates counties.
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OUR VALUES

EQUITY: To achieve justice and fairness in health
resources and outcomes we seek to disrupt the
conditions that result in racial and other health
inequities in our nine-county region.
STEWARDSHIP: To support our work we must
have responsible oversight and management of
the Health Foundation’s resources.
PARTNERSHIP: We are committed to listening to
and collaborating with people across communities,
across sectors, and across differences in recognition
that we accomplish more together to ensure
relevant strategies and solutions.

INNOVATION: We strive to catalyze innovative
solutions to complex community health challenges.
INTEGRITY: We act in an honest, accountable,
ethical, and transparent manner and foster a culture
of trust and respect in our interactions with people,
organizations, and communities.

OUR APPROACH

Our mission reflects our view of health, following
the World Health Organization’s definition,
as “a state of complete physical, mental, and
social well-being and not merely the absence of
disease.” Recognizing that health outcomes are
shaped by the conditions in which people live, work,
learn, play and receive care, and that inequities
in these determinants give rise to health disparities, we seek to effect change both upstream and
downstream and to contribute to policy and systems changes that create more equitable access to
resources, opportunities, and power.
Through our three general program areas:
Responsive, Targeted, and Partnerships, we look
to balance openness to new ideas, community
priorities, and emerging health issues with sustained
investment in specific areas of focus as well as
our contribution to collective impact and other
collaborative community efforts.

A Note on Language:
We are learning and working to be antiracist and
equitable in our actions and language, which
continues to evolve. We strive to use language that’s
as inclusive as possible – believing that language
is a form of “seeing” and valuing the richly diverse
and intersecting communities we serve. We are
committed to recognizing, inviting, and listening to
different perspectives and preferences.
Learn more about our continuous equity journey on
page 14 of this report and on our website.
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Responding to Twin Pandemics
Like most organizations, we began 2020 with one set
of plans and then quickly modified those plans as
COVID-19 became a global pandemic. With an eye to
complementing and addressing gaps in federal, state,
and local resources, we sought to understand how we
could best support our communities and help our
nonprofit partners meet the needs of their clients and
organizations. When COVID hit, we immediately
allocated funds to and began participating in the
Community Crisis Fund, created as a centralized funding
pool to rapidly deploy resources to nonprofits serving
communities most impacted by the pandemic.
We also directed funds to support public health
communications, emergency assistance, direct services,
and resources for nonprofits who they, themselves, were
trying to keep the lights on while serving community
amidst the crisis. Unrestricted grants supported
numerous organizations working on the front lines of
the pandemic. Health Foundation COVID Response grant
funds helped to support food aid and other basic need
assistance as well as youth engagement, child abuse
advocacy, domestic violence, mental health, and
other services. As this was no time for business as usual,
we made other changes across our program areas and
grants, implementing processes to distribute funds with
minimal disruption, increasing flexibility in reporting, and
working with grantees needing to reallocate dollars.
We are immensely grateful to our partners for their
dedication and ingenuity in the face of crisis, and for all
their critical work helping our communities withstand and
begin to recover from the COVID pandemic.

Health Foundation without hesitation or
“ Therestrictions…stepped
in and provided
the resources allowing us to serve
our community in the way they want
to be served.

”

– Ibero American Action League

While the COVID-19 pandemic has touched the lives
of everyone in some way, by no means have its impacts
been felt equally. In our region as across the nation,
Black and Latino people have borne the brunt of the
pandemic, suffering disproportionate rates of infection,
hospitalization and death while disproportionately
providing the essential services upon which all of us relied.
As described in recent reports from Common Ground
Health and ACT Rochester, COVID is but the newest
among the extensive set of health inequities
by race arising from vastly unequal conditions of
employment, housing, nutrition, safety, and healthcare,
among others in our region.
Whether reflected in the toxic stress of day-to-day
discrimination, COVID disparities, or racialized killings,
the public health crisis of racism is all around us. Yet so
too is the resistance, resilience, and resourcefulness of
Black, Indigenous, Latino, Asian and other People of
Color, who -- from grassroots protest movements to
community conferences, policy commissions, and
collective impact initiatives -- are leading the way forward
in disrupting and reimagining systems to advance racial
justice in our region.
All of us are responsible for doing our part, and to meet
this call to action, in the summer of 2020 we launched
a new formal effort focused on racial health equity. This
work was developed from gathering ideas and insights
through conversations with leaders of color who helped
co-create the approach and identify areas of investment.
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We’ve sought to ground our Racial Health Equity work
in trust, investing in grassroots and other organizations
with deep community knowledge and credibility. Of
course, this work must not be limited to a single
“portfolio.” Across our grant programs we’ve increased
our investment in organizations led by and serving
People of Color. We recognize that our continuing internal work to become a more racially and socially equitable
organization is essential and inseparable from our
programmatic work.

Grantee Spotlight:
COVID-19 Response
WILLOW DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CENTER AND
RESOLVE OF GREATER ROCHESTER INC.:
Among others, two COVID Response grants were
disbursed to non-profit organizations serving survivors
of intimate partner violence during the pandemic. Willow
Domestic Violence Center, and RESOLVE of Greater
Rochester — which have since merged to provide a
continuum of services and supports, experienced
a year like no other, with the need for resources greatly
increased.
RESOLVE experienced a 40% increase in the need for
services and Willow found calls to its hotline were up

In many ways the pandemic has
“
pushed us to find new and innovative ways
to provide services to children
and families.

”

– Child Advocacy Center of the Finger Lakes

nearly 20% from the prior year. In July of 2020, Willow
received nearly 900 calls -- most of those callers
requesting emergency shelter. Funding from the Health
Foundation helped to replace lost revenue and cover
increased expenses during this time. With courts being closed, Willow found creative ways to serve clients
virtually, including remote filing of petitions for orders of
protection, virtual training sessions and workshops for
providers, and telephone or virtual counseling for survivors of abuse.
With Health Foundation funds helping to cover operational
expenses, RESOLVE responded to the challenges of the
pandemic by creating a virtual support group, adapted its
trauma therapy to a virtual format, and created a monthly
workshop series.

In many ways this past year has focused in on crisis support and meeting basic needs for
“
safety, housing, food, and health – and we anticipate that our community will be unpacking,

coping with, and healing from the trauma of the multiple pandemics exposed this year – racism,
COVID-19, and family violence – for many years to come.
– Willow Domestic Violence Center of Greater Rochester

WXXI PUBLIC MEDIA:
With shared recognition of the critical importance of an
informed community during times of crisis, we partnered
with WXXI Public Media to support a series of programs
uplifting topics relevant to communities disproportionally
impacted by COVID-19 and systemic racism. Health
Foundation and WXXI staff collaborated to engage
diverse medical and community experts and relay
concerns from our constituents.
WXXI produced several “Live Forum” shows, including:
Racial Disparities in Rochester - Part 1; Part 2;
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”

Restarting the economy; The impact of COVID-19 on
people with disabilities; and COVID-19 research and
treatment.
Community members were able to submit questions
for panelists, and the show was made accessible via
broadcast, social media, digital platforms, and over the
radio, enabling reach to a wide range of individuals and
communities across our region.
The ability to ensure that scientific, accurate, and timely
information was delivered from a trusted and respected
source was never more important than during these twin
pandemics.

Our Programs
RESPONSIVE WORK

Responsive Grants are one way we partner with and
support a broad array of communities and organizations
to address their priority needs and to create solutions
that improve health. Responsive Grants are intended to
be nimble and responsive to emerging health issues and
to allow flexibility to test new approaches to challenges.
In 2020 we redesigned our Responsive Grants program
while continuing our commitments to partners funded
through prior Opportunity and Community Health Grant
programs. Results of prior grantee surveys and the imperative to respond equitably and efficiently to the breadth

of needs in our region led us to develop a new funding
opportunity: Call for Ideas. In issuing this Call for Ideas,
we looked to support innovative, partnered work that
reimagines systems, programs and services to disrupt
inequities and rebuild stronger, healthier communities.
Within Responsive Grants and across our grantmaking in
2020, we expanded emphasis on community voice and
co-creation, seeking to prioritize and uplift projects that
meaningfully engage clients, consumers, and residents in
the planning and ongoing implementation of the work.

Grantee Spotlight:

GENESEE-ORLEANS-WYOMING
OPIOID TASK FORCE
In 2017, a coalition of public health officials, law
enforcement, recovery and behavioral health providers,
citizens and business owners from Genesee, Orleans, and
Wyoming Counties formed the GOW Opioid Task Force
to address opioid overdoses in their region after seeing
an 800% increase in opioid-related deaths over a
three-year period. In 2018, the Health Foundation
provided a multi-year award to help the Task Force take
on this challenge through coordinating services, offering
peer support coaches, providing community training, and
changing care-related policies and practices.

members across different systems, was recognized by the
National Organization of State Offices of Rural Health as
the New York State 2020 Community STARS awardee.
Their innovative and collaborative community change
approach is also represented through their establishment
of a new Police Assisted Addiction Recovery Initiative
(PAARI) Program— one of only a few in the entire country.
Programs like PAARI provide supports and critical
resources to help law-enforcement agencies create
non-arrest pathways to treatment and recovery.

While COVID-19 shifted their approach, it did not hinder
their impact as they were still able to provide virtual
training on the use of Narcan, a pivotal opioid overdose
prevention tool, to more than 150 people. For their
efforts, the Task Force, which represents more than 400

Equity issues of rural poverty, lack of access to needed
resources, and bias against those who use substances
contribute to unaddressed addiction, preventable
incarceration and an increased risk of death if an
overdose occurs.

THE HUB585

in the foster care system, but works to prevent children
from entering the system entirely.

The Hub585 is a not-for-profit
organization established by
Ashley Cross to educate,
enrich, and empower youth and
families through programs and
partnerships, prioritizing families
working with the Department of
Human Services (DHS).

In 2020, the organization
developed the CarePortal
-- a network of churches and
ministries focused on responding
to the needs of local children and
families in crisis. The CarePortal not only serves children

A Health Foundation grant helped enable The Hub585 to
support children and families placed into the CarePortal
by their DHS worker through purchase of emergency
needs such as beds, groceries, and bus passes, among
others. The organization also hosted eight foster children
for a two-week Hope Academy program to alleviate the
strain of quarantine and virtual learning.
During the pandemic, the organization hosted youth who
worked with professionals to design and print their own
clothing while learning the basics of entrepreneurship and
career readiness.
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TARGETED WORK

Our targeted work represents a more focused set of
investments in a particular area. These grants are an
important means through which we seek to advance
policy and systems changes that disrupt inequities, share
and scale effective practices in the field, and ultimately
contribute to sustained impact on key community health
and equity issues.

revised and renamed Healthy and Equitable Futures. The
goal is to advance racial equity in whole child health so
that Black and Latino children from birth to 8 years old
in Monroe County are safe, supported, and thriving, by
working across three levers of change:

HEALTHY AND EQUITABLE FUTURES

2. Social-emotional supports that are accessible,
culturally relevant, and include safe places for
children to play

Investing in the well-being and future of our children is
essential for healthy adults and strong communities. Yet,
structural racism prevents far too many children of color
from reaching their full potential. In 2020, following an
extensive process of community input and co-creation
with parent leaders, our children’s health strategy was

1. Family leadership at the center of all decision making
affecting children and families

3. Representative systems that have more Black and
Latino leaders, staff, and providers and implement
equitable and anti-racist practices

Grantee Spotlight:
NATIONAL PARENT LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
AND THE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
MEDICAL CENTER
Since 2018, the Health Foundation has been partnering
with the National Parent Leadership Institute (NPLI),
“a parent-centered, anti-racist organization that partners
with parents and communities to equip families with
the civic skills, knowledge, and opportunities to be
leading advocates for children at home, school, and in
the community.”
Our partnership with NPLI began with an “aha moment,”
realizing that while asking this of our grantees, we had
not yet centered parent voice within decision-making
about our work impacting children and families. Over
the past few years (and continuing today), we’ve worked
together with NPLI and alumni from the Greater
Rochester Parent Leadership Training Institute (PLTI)
to co-create processes for engaging parent leaders to
review grant proposals, partner on strategy planning,
and provide technical assistance to organizations around
engaging with parents in more meaningful, authentic and
effective ways.
The University of Rochester Medical Center’s division of
Pediatric Behavioral Health and Wellness (PBH&W) is one
of the organizations that has been working with NPLI and
parent leader facilitators through learning collaboratives.
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A Health Foundation grant supported their multi-year
project to engage parents in the design, delivery, and
dissemination of the Strengthening Families Program.
Throughout the COVID pandemic, the PBH&W team
continued sharing wellness resources for families, offered
virtual events in which parents co-facilitated discussions
with local experts, and maintained a support group created in collaboration with parents of children receiving
clinical services.
Additionally, in the fall of 2020 the PBH&W team along
with Health Foundation and NPLI staff created and
facilitated a virtual session: Parents at the Table:
Inclusion of Parent Voice in Program and Service
Design presented for the Funders Group on Parent
Organizing, Family Engagement, and Leadership
Development, highlighting on how philanthropy can
partner with parent leaders and help facilitate practices
that embed parent partnership in program and service
delivery.

NEIGHBORHOOD HEALTH STATUS IMPROVEMENT
The neighborhoods we live in affect our health in
countless ways. We are far more likely to live healthy
lives if we can feel safe walking or playing outside, rely
on neighbors and feel connected to our community,
access green space for recreation and physical activity,
find places to purchase affordable healthy food, obtain
living wage jobs, and have high-quality educational
opportunities.
Launched in 2008, the Neighborhood Health Status
Improvement (NHSI) initiative was the first focused
programmatic strategy introduced by the Health

Foundation. This initiative is grounded in an approach
called Asset-Based Community Development (ABCD),
which emphasizes grassroots action to build on
community strengths and opportunities. NHSI grantees
in both urban and rural areas have worked to improve
physical, social, and economic environments and promote
new opportunities for healthy living. They have built
coalitions of neighborhood residents, completed
asset-based assessments of their communities, and
created numerous successful health promotion projects.

Grantee Spotlight:
STEPS (SENECA TOWNS ENGAGING
PEOPLE FOR SOLUTIONS) & SOAR
(STRENGTHENING OUR AREA RESIDENTS)
STEPS is an asset-based, resident-led community health
improvement initiative within the towns of Covert, Ovid,
Lodi and Romulus in South Seneca County. SOAR
empowers residents to work together and collaborate
with organizations, businesses, and institutions to
improve the health of the community in the Wayne
County towns of Galen and Savannah, including the
Village of Clyde and hamlet of Savannah.
While community building work relies substantially on
in-person interaction, during COVID-19 the STEPS team
was able to find ways to continue engaging residents
through social media and online events. They created live
shows and videos with topics such as kid-friendly cooking,
family arts and crafts and gardening, and made check-in
calls with residents to help alleviate feelings of isolation.
Early in the pandemic, STEPS produced and distributed
a list of local businesses for residents to continue to
support, and was instrumental in helping more than 18

small businesses secure grants for PPE (personal protective equipment). Relying on their partnerships, they
worked with Ovid Health Center and Seneca County
Health Department to organize a drive-thru COVID testing
site, worked with local libraries to offer curbside pick-up
and delivery of books to those without transportation, and
helped bring the Nourish NY program to the community
by mobilizing volunteers.
Throughout 2020, SOAR served as a community hub
for sharing resources and information on COVID-19,
developing a comprehensive resource sheet listing open
businesses, food pantries and other food resources,
internet services, COVID-19 updates and distributed this
information throughout the community and online. The
SOAR team found creative ways to engage residents
through socially-distanced holiday events, social media
activities and challenges, and a monthly newsletter to
help keep the community connected.
Throughout the pandemic, both STEPS and SOAR
participants were able to see the fruits of their labor in
the willingness and capacity of residents to work together
and support community resilience in challenging times.
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RACIAL HEALTH EQUITY
We launched our Racial Health Equity strategy in 2020 to take greater action toward
disrupting the unjust policies, systems and conditions driving the public health crisis
of racism. Input, ideas and insights from conversations with more than 60 community
leaders led to the development of three focus areas:
• Building capacity for grassroots organizations led by Black, Indigenous, Latino, Asian 		
and other People of Color
• Expanding workforce and leadership pipelines
• Supporting advocacy for policy and systems changes advancing racial equity
Through this work we seek to strengthen and expand an ecosystem of racially and
culturally representative and responsive health services, resources and supports that
center the voice, assets and needs of the communities specified above.

Grantee Spotlight:
HEALERS’ VILLAGE
While subjected to greater stress and trauma linked with systemic racism,
Black, Latino, and other People of Color have less access to culturally
relevant mental health services—a critical piece of an ecosystem that values
and supports Black and Brown bodies and minds. Led by Melanie Funchess,
Healers’ Village builds upon existing programs and resources to address this
gap in access. Once completed, this community-based wellness center will
provide a space for healing and growth through mental health education
and services grounded in African and Latino cultural worldviews. Healers’
Village will also support assistance with other client health and social service
needs as well as community education and professional development for
providers around culturally appropriate and trauma-informed care.
Melanie Funchess

Grantee Spotlight:
PROJECT CERV

Dr. Irshad Altheimer

Project CERV (Community Engagement to Reduce Victimization),
created in 2019, is a community-based violence intervention program
targeting dispute-related violence. The program is a collaborative effort
between the Center for Public Safety Initiatives at the Rochester Institute
of Technology, Rochester General Hospital and three street-outreach
organizations: Pathways to Peace; Action for a Better Community’s
Save Our Youth; and Rise Up Rochester. CERV aims to reduce victimization
by enhancing the existing hospital-based violence intervention programs
at Rochester General Hospital and supporting partnerships between
the organizations providing street outreach. The program strives to help
safety net providers reach and intervene with gun violence victims before
new victimization events unfold. This project is led and directed by
Dr. Irshad Altheimer.
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PARTNERSHIP WORK
Partnership is a core organizational value of the Health
Foundation. To live this value, we are committed to
listening to and collaborating with stakeholders across
communities, sectors, and differences.
Through this work we support collaborative initiatives
and projects as well as sponsor fundraising and other

events hosted by mission-aligned non-profit organizations
through our Community Event Fund.
Working with other organizations and funders is key
in leveraging resources and bringing innovative ideas
to scale.

Partner Spotlight:
ROCHESTER/MONROE ANTI-POVERTY
INITIATIVE (RMAPI)

ROC THE FUTURE

LATINO HEALTH COALITION

AFRICAN AMERICAN HEALTH COALITION

RMAPI is a multi-sector community collaborative with a
goal to improve quality of life by reducing poverty and
increasing self-sufficiency. To do this, RMAPI is focused on
increasing income, making basic needs more affordable
and accessible, and lowering concentrations of poverty.

The Latino Health Coalition works to improve health
equity for the Hispanic community in the Rochester-Finger
Lakes region. This established advisory group includes
leaders from community nonprofits, hospital systems,
insurers, business, government and other organizations
working together to address a variety of health concerns
for Latinos, including youth risk behaviors, language
barriers, economic stress and cultural competency.

ROC the Future is an alliance of
more than 60 leading Rochester-area
institutions and community partners
that promotes alignment of community
resources to improve the academic
achievement of Rochester’s children.

The African American Health Coalition is a long-standing advisory group seeking to improve health equity for
Black residents in the Rochester-Finger Lakes region. The
Coalition brings together community leaders and health
professionals to coordinate efforts to improve health for
communities of color. Members include representatives
from government, health care systems, health insurers,
community nonprofits, higher education and other
organizations.
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What We’re Learning
We are committed to listening and learning from our
partners as we strive to be more than a funder, but an
amplifier, a multiplier, and a connector. To better
understand our grantees’ experience working with us
and where we can improve, in 2020 we engaged the

Center for Effective Philanthropy to conduct the
Grantee Perception Report (GPR).
We are grateful to all our past and current grantees who
generously shared their time and invaluable feedback on
the survey.

Measure

Percentile

Comfort approaching the Foundation if a problem arises

95th

Helpfulness of the selection process

93rd

Clarity of communicating the Foundation’s goals and strategies

85th

Impact on grantees’ communities and fields

70th

Overall quality of relationships with grantees

58th

Understanding of grantees’ goals and strategies

41st

Advanced the state of knowledge in your field

28th

Reporting was a helpful opportunity to reflect and learn

28th

Understanding of the needs of grantees’ beneficiaries

21st

Select GPR measures with percentile ranks (relative to all funders in CEP’s database). More detailed information on the
GPR results and our related action steps and commitments is available on our website.

We are encouraged that our grantees perceive us as
offering helpful feedback through the grant selection
process, approachable in addressing challenges, and
generally having a positive impact on the communities
they serve.
We are committed to being the best possible partner
to all our grantees. To further strengthen relationships,
understanding and contributions, we will work to
listen better, stay in closer touch, be more present in

community, and provide more support beyond our
grant dollars. We’ll continue to review and revise grant
requirements to ensure they are appropriately flexible,
efficient and useful to organization and project goals.
We’ll work toward these practices as we intentionally
shift our grantmaking approach away from transactions
and oversight, and toward greater trust, focus on
collective learning, and sharing of power with grantees
and communities.
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Our Equity Journey

At the Greater Rochester Health Foundation, we have
been on an intentional race-equity journey since
2016—supporting and participating in St. Joseph’s
Neighborhood Center’s collective impact work on
structural racism that evolved into the Racial Equity and
Justice Initiative (REJI) and now Interrupt Racism at the
Urban League.
We’ve sought to engage in deep learning and honest
dialogue on institutional racism, implicit bias,
microaggressions, and white privilege. Along with better
understanding the consequences of structural racism for
the health of our region, we are reckoning with how we
have, at times, perpetuated it within our organization
and our field – and we are taking corrective action to
right these wrongs.

• Making changes to our hiring process to create more
equitable job requirements, reach a more diverse
candidate pool, and prioritize EDI competencies
• Conducting a pay equity audit and taking steps to
ensure equitable compensation practices
• Modifying other organizational policies and practices
(holidays, dress code, work arrangements) to ensure
inclusivity
We’ve also been working to more deeply embed equity in
our grantmaking, including:
• Prioritizing funding to groups and communities
historically marginalized and most impacted by health
inequities
• Centering participant/community voice and leadership
in the projects we fund

Through our participation in REJI and in signing the
Black Agenda Group’s “Racism as a Public Health Crisis”
declaration and the RMAPI Employer Pledge, we’ve
committed to sustained, transformative action. We’ve
formed a “Change Team” that continues to lead internal
equity work. Highlights of our journey include:

• Pushing our growing edge in sharing power with
grantees and communities in our grant decisions,
strategy development, assessment, and other practices

• Diversifying our staff and board to ensure a strong mix
of experience —both lived and professional— as well
as representation across the communities we serve

At the Health Foundation, we are committed to centering
racial and health equity across all our operations — and we
invite community to help hold us accountable to this work.

• Building Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI)
competencies into performance evaluation and
professional growth plans
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• Ensuring equitable representation of organizations led
by Black, Latino, and other People of Color, who have
been systematically underfunded in philanthropy

2020 Highlights & Hurdles
January - New Mission, New Staff
• Announced new mission and values with a media tour that also elevated the work of grantees such as the Black
Physicians Network and the Rochester Black Nurses Association
• Adopted a new strategic framework focused on our three areas of grantmaking: Responsive, Targeted, and
Partnership to align with our new mission
• Welcomed new Senior Program Officers Danette Campbell-Bell and Monica Brown
February - Monitoring a New Health Threat
• Started to monitor virus in China with potential for global pandemic
• Launched Health Foundation newsletter to highlight grantee work and enhance sharing of community events,
resources, and funding opportunities
• Partnered with Common Ground Health, IBERO and the City of Rochester to submit an application for the
All-America City Award recognizing communities that leverage civic engagement, collaboration, inclusiveness
and innovation to successfully address local issues
March - COVID-19 Hits
• Began to discuss plans around funding to meet community and organizational needs in response to the crisis
with other funders and community partners
• Health Foundation office closes; staff transition to remote work
• Community Crisis Fund created by United Way and Community Foundation
• Health Foundation staff volunteered at Foodlink to pack food boxes for relief needs
April - Responding to COVID-19
• Emergency Board of Directors meeting to discuss shifts in grantmaking in response to COVID-19
• Supported Causewave to offer free technical assistance to qualifying nonprofits
• Racism declared a Public Health Crisis by the Black Agenda Group; Health Foundation signs declaration
• Project partners publish outcomes in leading journals:

May - From Ideas to Implementation
• Put strategies to action, distributing grant funds in support of crisis needs
• Shared on our crisis response in one-on-one meetings with funders from the region and across the country
• Provided general operating support to many nonprofit organizations missed by federal relief programs
• Modified various policies as part of our continuing internal Equity, Diversity, Inclusion (EDI) efforts
June - A New Grantmaking Approach
• Began internal and community discussions on how we could best support equitable “rebuilding” in the region,
including a new approach to responsive grantmaking and a new initiative focused on racial health equity
• Health Foundation staff present at “The Art of Connecting the Dots Community Forum, Health and
Human Services Conferences through Positive Steps NY”
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July - Learning and Sharing
• Staff participated as speakers or contributors in the following events:
• Advancing Diversity, Equity and Inclusion & Centering Equity, Radio Interview with Sara Taylor on Rspirit
online radio
• Social Justice in Action Community Forum through the Institute for Poverty Studies and Economic
Development at SUNY Brockport
• Women of Color Summit
• Stakeholder Engagement Webinar offered by Community Wealth Building Partners
• We said farewell to Health Foundation Board
Chair Dr. Louis J. Papa and
board member Geoff Rosenberger
and welcomed Connie Walker as new board chair:

Dr. Louis J. Papa
Former Board Chair

Geoff Rosenberger
Connie Walker
Former Board Member New Board Chair

Sage Gerling, MA
New Board Member

Yissette Rivas
New Board Memver

• Welcomed three new board members to board:
Sage Gerling, Yissette Rivas,
and Hezekiah Simmons

August - Call for Ideas

Hezekiah Simmons
New Board Member

• Launched the new Responsive Grants Call for Ideas opportunity
• Continued weekly meetings of Crisis Fund, with elevated focus on operations support along with emergency relief
• Celebrated the retirement of Tom Wesley as CFO
and the promotion of Justin Rand to that role:

• Hired our first finance and grants manager in the
history of the Health Foundation: Kristin Verbanic

Tom Wesley
Former CFO

Justin Rand
New CFO

• Presented virtually with partners for the National
League of Cities All-America Cities (AAC) competition;
Rochester formally selected for AAC Award
for our history of community collaboration
and civic engagement
• Received results from our first Grantee
Perception Report
All American City crew
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Kristin Verbanic
New Finance & Grants
Manager

September - New Mission, New Staff
• Crisis Fund formally implements priority focus organization serving and led by Black, Indigenous, Latino, Asian and
other People of Color
• Shared our strategic shifts at the New York Funders Alliance quarterly meeting
• Co-presented “Parents at the Table: Inclusion of Parent Voice in Program and Service Design”
October - Ensuring Equitable Distribution of Funds
• Awarded Call for Ideas and Racial Health Equity grants totaling approximately $3.2 million
• Staff participated in 21-day Equity Challenge facilitated by the United Way of Greater Rochester
November & December - Closing out the Year
• Processed all October grant awards in 45 days, the fastest time to date
• Continued work to revamp the Health Foundation’s grant management system and started development of new
Health Foundation website

2020 INVESTMENTS

78

New grants

33

$5.4M

First-time grantees

$9M

Total new investment

Total program expenditures

2020 GRANTS - COUNTY REACH
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ORGANIZATION NAME

PROJECT

PROGRAM AREA

Angels of Mercy

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

Asbury First United Methodist Church

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$15,000

Baden Street Settlement of Rochester

Leadership Development
and Education Advancement

Racial Health Equity

$18,400

Barakah Center/Barakah Muslim Charity

Refugee Support in
SW Rochester

Racial Health Equity

$35,000

Big Brothers Big Sisters

Youth Mentoring for Health
and Educational Success

Responsive Grants

$258,741

Bivona Child Advocacy Center

Operating Support

COVID-19

$150,000

Black Women’s Leadership Forum

Sanctuary, Space, and Sisterhood

Racial Health Equity

$10,000

BluePrint Geneva

Healthy Food Direct

Responsive Grants

$38,595

Boys & Girls Clubs of Rochester

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$15,000

Causewave Community Partners

COVID-19 Technical Assistance
for Nonprofits

COVID-19

Center for Teen Empowerment

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

Child Advocacy Center of the Finger Lakes

Operating Support

COVID-19

Church of Life Ministries

Serving Vulnerable Populations
in NE Rochester

Racial Health Equity

Coffee Connection

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

Community Lutheran Ministry

Joseph Ave. Vital Resources

Racial Health Equity

$15,000

Compeer Rochester

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

Deaf Refugee Advocacy

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

Family Counseling Service of
the Finger Lakes

Operating Support

COVID-19

Family Service Communities

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$15,000

Fatherhood Connection

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

Fatherhood Connection

Rebuilding and
Reconnecting Fathers

Racial Health Equity

$25,000

Free the People ROC

Community Organizing for
Change

Racial Health Equity

$50,000

Friends of Ganondagan

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

Genesee Valley Health Partnership

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

Greater Rochester Area
Partnership for the Elderly

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

Healers’ Village

Village Works Ecosystem

Racial Health Equity

Healthy Baby Network

Operating Support

COVID-19

$50,000

Hearing and Speech Center of Rochester

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

Hygiene Blessings Bank of
the Genesee Valley

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

Ibero-American Action League

Operating Support

COVID-19

Interdenominational Health Ministry Coalition

Health is a Spiritual Matter

Racial Health Equity
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AMOUNT
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ORGANIZATION NAME

PROJECT

PROGRAM AREA

AMOUNT

InterVol, Inc.

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$5,000

Judicial Process Commission

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

Latino Migrant Ministry

Care of our Neighbors

Racial Health Equity

$25,000

Leadership Rochester

Leadership Development
and Education Advancement

Racial Health Equity

$10,000

Living Word Church of God in Christ

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

Mentors Inspiring Boys and Girls

The Village

Racial Health Equity

$25,000

Orleans County Health Department

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

PathStone Foundation

Anti Racist Curriculum
Project Continuation

Collaborative

RESOLVE of Greater Rochester

Operating Support

COVID-19

$70,000

Rochester A.B.O.V.E.

Building Cultural Awareness
in SW Rochester

Racial Health Equity

$25,000

Rochester Accessible Adventures

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

Rochester Area Community Foundation

Creating a Coordinated OST System

Collaborative

$15,000

Rochester Black Agenda Group

Operating Support

All Program Areas

Rochester Black Nurses Association

Leadership Development
and Educational Advancement

Racial Health Equity

Rochester General Hospital

Patient Advocacy and Navigation
Responsive Grants
Program - Center for Refugee Health

Rochester Industries Educational Fund

Project CLIMB

Racial Health Equity

$4,600

Rochester Institute of Technology

CERV: Community Engagement
to Reduce Victimization

Racial Health Equity

$159,747

Rochester Jewels

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$5,000

Ronald McDonald House Charities

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

S2AY Rural Health Network

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

Sodus Central School District

Wayne County Community Schools:
Health Integration Project

Responsive Grants

$500,000

St. Joseph’s Neighborhood Center, Inc.

Operating Support

COVID-19

$200,000

The Avenue Blackbox

Integrating Arts, Advocacy
and Health

Racial Health Equity

$5,000

$200,000

$100,000
$12,000
$109,562

$30,000
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ORGANIZATION NAME

PROJECT

PROGRAM AREA

The Center For Youth Services

Flower City Changemakers

Responsive Grants

The Children’s Agenda

ROC the Future Convener 2020-21

Collaborative

$35,000

The Hub585

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

The Public Policy and Education Fun
of New York

Grass Roots Training and
Development Center

Racial Health Equity

$50,000

The Reentry and Community
Development Center

Operating Support

Racial Health Equity

$25,000

The Salvation Army Empire State Division

Pathway to Recovery

Responsive Grants

$179,220

The Salvation Army of Batavia

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

Trillium Health

Operating Support

COVID-19

$50,000

United Way of Greater Rochester

Operating Support

COVID-19

$50,000

United Way of Greater Rochester

UW Crisis Care Fund

COVID-19

$250,000

United Way of Greater Rochester

RMAPI 2021 Support

Collaborative

United Way of Greater Rochester

Leadership Development
Mentoring and Coaching Pipeline

Racial Health Equity

University of Rochester

Sickle Cell Pain Treatment
Management Project

Responsive Grants

$75,000

University of Rochester Department
of Psychiatry

Reaching Our Community:
ROC with WISH

Responsive Grants

$391,016

University of Rochester Medical Center

ROC COVID Tracker
Community Challenge

COVID-19

$25,000

University of Rochester Warner
School of Education

Youth as Science and Community
Advocates for COVID Safety

Responsive Grants

$89,077

Volunteer Legal Services Project
of Monroe County

Operating Support

Responsive Grants

$10,000

Volunteer Legal Services Project
of Monroe County, Inc.

Immigrants Rights Program

Responsive Grants

$125,415

Wayne County Youth Advocate Programs

My Brothers Keeper
Wayne County

Racial Health Equity

$25,000

We Are 1 Mission

Building Community Relationships

Racial Health Equity

$15,000

Willow Domestic Violence Center
of Greater Rochester

Operating Support

COVID-19

$150,000

Worker Justice Center of New York

Operating Support

COVID-19

$35,000

WXXI Public Broadcasting Council

WXXI Live Forums

COVID-19

$20,000

Wyoming County Community Health System
in Primary Care

Collaborative Care Model

Responsive Grants
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AMOUNT
$258,750

$25,000
$156,000

$103,973

Our People

The Health Foundation is guided by a 13-member team and supportive board of directors.

Anita Black
Program Officer

Monica Brown
Senior Program Officer

Heidi F. Burke
Chief Program Officer

Matthew A. Kuhlenbeck, PhD
President & CEO

Danette Campbell-Bell
Senior Program Officer

Ari J. Elliot, PhD
Research & Evaluation
Associate

Mimi Enadeghe
Finance & Communications
Administrative Assistant

Justin Rand
VP & Chief Financial Officer

Kristine K. Feeney
Program Administrative
Assistant

Chiara Smith
Program Officer

Hannah Stark
Associate Program Officer

Tiana Flynn Stephens
Communications Officer

Kristin Verbanic
Finance & Grants Manager
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Connie O. Walker, Esq., Chair
Former Career Law Clerk for Hon. Frank P. Geraci, Jr.,
Chief Judge, United States District Court, Western
District of New York
Sanford J. Mayer M.D., Vice Chair
Clinical Professor of Pediatrics, University of Rochester
School of Medicine
James G. Gould, Secretary & Treasurer
President, Alesco Advisors, LLC
Bridgette Wiefling, M.D., Treasurer
Senior Vice President, Primary Care Institute &
Ambulatory Specialty Groups, Rochester Regional
Health System
Erika F. Augustine, M.D.
Associate Professor of Neurology & Pediatrics,
University of Rochester Medical Center

Kenneth L. Hines
CIMA Senior Vice President, Merrill Lynch Wealth
Management
Thomas Mucha
Managing Director, Chief Investment Officer, Pension
Investments Worldwide, Eastman Kodak Company
Robert Oppenheimer
Ex-Officio
Yissette Rivas, MHA
Chief Service Officer, Finger Lakes Community Health
Michael A. Scharf, M.D.
Associate Professor of Psychiatry & Pediatrics
Chief, Division of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry,
University of Rochester Medical Center Department
of Psychiatry

Thomas Bartlett
CFA Cobblestone Capital Advisors, LLC

Hezekiah Simmons
CFO & Vice President of Administrative Services,
Monroe Community College

Sady Fischer
Director of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion, Excellus BCBS

Christine Wagner, SSJ
Special Advisor, St. Joseph’s Neighborhood Center

Sage Gerling, MA
City Manager, City of Geneva

Looking Ahead

While 2020 was a trying year, it was also productive and yielded many powerful learnings and new
efforts toward social justice and health equity. Like you, we navigated new challenges both personal and
professional, and found new ways to share information and resources and uplift the work of our partners.
We strove to ensure funding was distributed as quickly as possible, to direct resources based on community
need, and to thoughtfully support our staff, nonprofit partners, and communities we serve.
We’re proud to have been part of the many collaborations responding to the twin pandemics in our
region, and are deeply appreciative of the countless and crucial ways that our partners adapted to support
our community.
There is no going back to business as usual. We pledge to lean in to what we have learned to be even more
effective and supportive, and will continue to grow and evolve as an organization and a community partner.
We look forward to our continued journey together, more determined than ever to face and overcome the
challenges to realize a just and equitable region where all people can thrive.
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255 East Avenue, Suite 402
Rochester, New York, 14604
(585) 258-1799
www.thegrhf.org

Greater Rochester Health Foundation is an equal opportunity organization. We strictly prohibit and do not tolerate discrimination against persons because of age,
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including gender identity or expression, status as a transgender individual, physical or mental disability including gender dysphoria and similar gender-related
status including
past,Foundation
current, or prospective service in the uniformed services, genetic information, predisposing genetic characteristics,
• conditions,
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marital or familial status, domestic violence victim status, or any other characteristic protected by applicable federal, New York State, or local law.

